The internal transcribed spacer 2 of Jenufa (Chlorophyta, Chlorophyceae) is extraordinarily long: A hypothesis.
Aided by a host of bioinformatics tools, primary and secondary structural analyses of the internal transcribed spacer 2 (ITS2) from the eukaryotic ribosomal RNA repeat have a long and enviable record of service to diversity studies of fungi, plants and protists. Automation of annotation, secondary structure estimation and sequence alignment have become routine for the vast majority of ITS2 sequences. Challenges to the bioinformatics pipeline for ITS2 analysis generally arise in cases where the sequence length lies well outside the norm. These sequences generally defy protocols for annotation and secondary structure prediction. The long ITS2 sequences (ca. 600 nucleotides) from the green alga, Jenufa, offered an opportunity to explore this problem. Custom BLAST parameters revealed the presence of 4-helix structures (200-250 nucleotides) embedded in the 5' portion of several long ITS2 sequences of Jenufa. Of special note is the ITS2 sequence of J. lobulosa where a 4-helix structure was obtained for both the embedded ITS2 and for the complete sequence. Phylogenetic analysis of these typically-sized sequences resolved Golenkinia longispicula as the sister to Jenufa. Our observations indicate that other long ITS2 sequences should be examined for evidence of expansion or duplication. In addition, if the embedded ITS2 sequences are functional, then ribogenesis is almost certainly more diverse than is already apparent from studies of humans and yeast.